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Abstract
In this work we investigate the coordinated transmission
and processing of distributed radios employing OFDM signals similar to those employed in 802.11a. After showing that OFDM can be viewed as a set of parallel Gaussian channels with different frequency gain for each subcarrier, we design receiving schemes that exploit both the
direct transmission between transmitter and receiver as well
as the assisting relayed signal of a radio that overhears the
communication between transmitter and receiver and acts
as an analogue repeater. The special structure of 802.11a
OFDM signals allow the coordination between transmitter,
receiver and intermediate relay to happen on the same channels and the collaboration results in substantial energy savings compared to the traditional single transmitter-single
receiver case, providing efficient resource (energy, bandwidth) utilization.

1 Introduction
Decentralized wireless communications has been in the scientific spotlight for several decades. Recent information
theoretic papers have shown that cooperative communication between network nodes can increase the overall transport capacity of the network [2]. Therefore, there is a strong
interest for practical algorithms and schemes for collaborative wireless communication.
Inspired by [3], [4] where diversity techniques were exploited over two channels, one for the direct transmission
between transmitter and receiver and one for the relayed
transmission from an intermediate relay node, we propose
a single channel collaborative communication scheme, exploiting the special properties of OFDM signals, in 802.11a
based WLANs.
We call these communications systems viral because they
use opportunistic cooperation among the nodes, exploiting
any intermediate ones to propagate the messages. The viral communication scheme proposed achieves significant
energy savings compared with the direct, non-collaborative

case. Since the collaboration happens within the same channels as the direct case, we have an improvement that directly
leads to more efficient resource utilization (energy, bandwidth) in a network sense, that potentially can lead to better
scalability and therefore higher overall network capacity.
In section 2 we present the properties of the OFDM signals, necessary for our viral scheme, in section 3 we provide the details of the transmitters and receivers as well as
theoretical performance bounds and finally in section 4 we
provide the experimental results. We conclude in section 5
with some comments on how this system can be used.
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In this section we are going to explain the suitability of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) signals
for collaborative communication in ways we nominate them
as ”viral” and present in the rest of this paper.
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The baseband OFDM signal (in equation 1) is the sum
"!$#&%('
of
orthogonal carriers modulating
information symbols. For 802.11a is 64 even though 48 carriers are used for data, 4 are used for frequency synchronization and the rest are zeroed obtaining spacing in the frequency domain [5]. The symbols   are set according to
BPSK, QPSK or QAM modulation schemes and generally
are complex numbers [5]. The orthogonality between the
sub-carriers is ensured by setting the spacing between them
equal to the OFDM signal  duration ) :
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Sampling this baseband signal - and acquiring
)/.0  samples leads to the familiar IDFT formula (4),
which implies that the baseband signal could be constructed

 


by passing the
samples over fast IFFT modules
and then through efficient analogue-to-digital converters
(ADCs).
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Another important characteristic of the 802.11a signal
structure is the cyclic prefix added to each signal  . That
prefix is derived from the last 1/4 part of - and its duration of 0.8
(-  duration ) =3.2 ) is larger than
the maximum delay spread of the wireless channel (for
the transmission power levels and reception ranges specified in the protocol [5]) ensuring zero inter-symbol interference (ISI) regardless the location between transmitter and
receiver. That means that node 1 and 2 simultaneous transmissions in figure 1 could coincide at node 3 since the difference in the propagation times is absorbed by the cyclic
prefix of the transmitted signals. Therefore the second important property occurs:
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Figure 1: The simple topology examined in this work. Node
1 transmits, Node 3 receives and Node 2 receives during the
first half of the signal duration and re-transmits during the
second half of the signal duration.



Property 2: Simultaneous transmissions in 802.11a
networks could lead to simultaneous receptions with
zero ISI regardless the topology of the network.

The above properties enable the Viral wireless communication scheme presented in the following section. Before
proceeding, it is useful to see that OFDM can be viewed as
a set of parallel channels (one for each sub-carrier), with
different channel gains for each sub-carrier:
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sponse !"$#&% (' " 0  *),+ "  results in a new baseband signal -  "/.0'   with information sym21  %     , where 21  % 3
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Property 1: Observation of an OFDM signal at half
its duration could provide for the estimation of the information symbols   .
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Theorem 2.1 The convolution of a baseband OFDM

From the last relationship we can see that observing the
baseband signal  at half duration, by means of oversampling, results in a phase shift of the original information
symbols by a known factor for every symbol   . Therefore, provided that we have an ideally constructed OFDM
symbol - the following first property occurs:
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It is interesting to see that oversampling this ideally
constructed OFDM baseband signal with double frequency
#
-  at half of its
(0 
0  . ) and consequently
# observing
#


duration ) ( 0
0 .
)/. ), can still lead to the
observation of the original information symbols   :
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with the wireless channel impulse re-



The proof is provided at the Appendix.
The analysis is simplified since the convolution with
the channel multiplies each information symbol   with
%
a complex number   that represents the channel frequency response at the corresponding sub-carrier.
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Viral Communication

3.1 System Model
In the previous section it was shown that observation of the
OFDM signal at half of its duration (through oversampling)
results in a known phase shift of the information signals
  . It was also shown that the wireless channel filters the
OFDM signal by a multiplication of the information sym%
bols   with a frequency response per sub-carrier   .
Having in mind the above, we devised a simple scheme
for collaborative communication, part of a greater theme
of collaborative radio communication: node 1 transmits an
OFDM signal  (figure 1) to node 3. The intermediate
#
node 2 ”observes” the signal for the first half ) . of its duration (through oversampling), amplifies it (amplifying also
its own noise) and retransmits during the second half of the
signal duration   . Node 3 also over-samples and receives
during the first half the direct transmission of  while during the second half, node 3 receives the direct (from node
1) as well as the relayed transmission (from node 2).
For each information symbol   (out of the
in the
baseband signal -  ) it can be analytically derived (the
derivation has been omitted due to space restrictions) that
:
node 3 during the first half of signal duration receives
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and during the second half of signal duration node 3 receives  :

C5D

(6)
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where the phase shift of    due to oversampling has been
1

incorporated in the channel coefficients  which are modeled as iid, complex zero-mean Gaussian random variables
#
with variance   . per dimension. Each variance   could
be further modeled as  
where G represents the antenna gains of the nodes and ,  is the distance between
and and is the propagation coefficient of the medium,
#
with
[7]. The variables  ,
and  represent
internal noise of the receiver 2, 3 (first half) and 3 (second half) and can be modeled as iid, complex zero-mean
#
. per dimenGaussian random variables with variance
sion. Under those assumptions the magnitude
 of the
channel coefficients is distributed according to a Rayleigh
distribution and the square magnitude according to an ex .
ponential distribution with
 
We assume quasi-static fading model where the channel
coefficients
 remain constant through several consecutive transmissions of the OFDM signals, an assumption
which is valid since the symbol duration is on the order
of secs while the channel tends to change within msecs
[7]. It is also important to note that the channel coefficients
are computed using special known training sequences. The
above model is a baseband model, therefore we have omitted the challenging tasks of frequency and timing offset estimation, in a network sense [1], between nodes 1, 2 and
3. Future protocols for collaborative radio communication
should incorporate network channel estimation and network
time and frequency synchronization (as opposed to point-topoint estimation techniques currently practiced).
Equations 5, 6 refer to the first and second half of the
signal   transmitted from node 1 (figure 1), therefore the
collaboration between nodes 2 and 3 is happening within the
same signal duration (the same channel), as opposed to the
non-OFDM schemes proposed in [3]. That is possible only
because of the properties of OFDM explained in section 2.
In equation 6,   represents the signal that node 2 is
relaying (figure 1). As described in [3], there are two options: either decode using standard estimation techniques
(like a ML receiver) and regenerate or just amplify and forward (act as an analogue repeater). The second technique
was more efficient as we experimentally verified and that
was the technique followed in this work:
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As we have said, the information symbol   is generally
a complex number which is set according to the modulation

scheme practiced (BPSK, QPSK, QAM). We will compare
the above collaborative scheme with the non-collaborative
point-to-point case, using BPSK. We will denote as the
energy per bit used in the point-to-point case,
# the energy
per bit used at the transmission of node 1 and
at node 2
in the viral (collaborative) scheme.
in the non-collaborative case
For BPSK,  
and more particularly:
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and the ML receiver for equi-probable bits is the following:
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relationship over the exponential distribution of 1  D we obThe probability of error for this receiver, given knowledge
 . ) is
of
(

tain the following probability of error [6]:
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The last equation (equation (14)) will be used for the
comparison of the direct, non-collaborative scheme with the
collaborative (viral) one. Before proceeding to the performance results, we need to layout specific details about the
viral transmitter and receiver.

3.2 Viral Transmission
In section 2 we showed that oversampling of an ideally constructed
OFDM signal  results in a known phase shift
   
 of the information symbols   . Since the
intermediate node 2 (figure 1) over-samples during the first
half signal duration and destination node 3 over-samples
during the first and second half of the signal duration, the
signal to be transmitted should be an ideally constructed
OFDM signal exhibiting the above property after oversampling.
Therefore, the transmitted signal during the first half
should be
constructed using the
modified symbols
   
through an IDFT procedure. The same process should be followed during the second half of the signal duration at node 1 as well as during the transmission
of the intermediate node 2. With that simple modification
(since that involves a simple phase shift in software) ”ideal”
OFDM signals for viral communication are constructed.





 



3.3 Viral Reception
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From equation (7) it is easy to see the relationship between
the amplification of the relayed symbol   with the transmission energies E1, E2 at node 1 and 2 respectively:
eq. (7)

(15)

E E
For the simple BPSK system presented below  ,  are
iid complex, zero-mean Gaussian random variables with
1 1
variance  ,  per dimension respectively and  , 




are known, iid complex coefficients, according to a Gaussian distribution:
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Figure

the (optimum) ML receiver is the following Maximum Ratio Combining receiver, which is simply a straightforward
consequence of detection of vector observations:

above.
 '  + 1 ,  '  '  + 1 ,  . 0 0
We are ready now to proceed to the experimental results.
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The probability of error for this ML receiver, given knowl1 1
4 Performance
edge of  ,  is:
> #1
3 4 76 8 6 <       ' #  1      (19) After normalizing the distance between nodes 1 and 3 to
H
 D
we evaluated our single channel viral receiver


(equation 21) according to the system model (equations 8,
Integrating the above probability of error over the exponen9) and compared with the direct point-to-point transmission
1    ,  1    and using the inequality (equations

tial distribution of
10, 11). Initially, we kept the total transmission

<       G H  we have the following upper bound on energy E1+E2
of the viral scheme equal to the transmission

the unconditional probability of error for the ML receiver
above:
#    '
(20)
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We apply the above results in our system model described' in equations 8, 9 having in mind that for BPSK
 
for ’0’ and  
for ’1’. The Maximum Ratio Combining receiver is the following:
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Based on equation 20 and the system model equations 8, 9,
we provide the following upper bound on the unconditional
error probability of our receiver, which was experimentally
proved a tight bound for locations of the intermediate node
2 alongside the line between transmitter 1 and receiver 3:
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energy E of the direct, single hop case and we plotted the
error probability after the simulations as well as the theoretical upper bounds calculated from the equations 14, 22
for the direct and viral case respectively, versus the average

.
single hop SNR per bit   where  

 D

  M 

In figure 2 where the intermediate node is half way between transmitter and receiver, the probability of error is
one to three orders of magnitude smaller than that of the
direct case, for the same energy used. Similar remarkable
behavior is observed in figures 3, 4 where the intermediate
node is either closer to the transmitter or closer to the receiver. Similar behavior was observed in the experiments in
[3] where two channels were used, one for the direct transmission and one for the relay.
It is interesting to quantitatively find out the energy gains
due to collaboration using the above single channel viral
scheme. Using equations 14 and 22 which describe the error
probability for the direct and the viral scheme respectively,
we performed the minimization of energies E and (E1, E2)
given a specific target error probability and plotted the com
puted ratio     . From figures 5, 6 we can also see an approximately two orders of magnitude energy saving for an
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Figure 5: Energy ratio between the energy used in direct
transmission E and energy used in viral scheme E1+E2
versus target error probability with 
and

.
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Figure 6: Energy ratio between the energy used in direct
transmission E and energy used in viral scheme E1+E2 versus target error probability with
, v=4.
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intermediate relay across the connecting line between transmitter and receiver, for all tested values of the propagation
coefficient . Savings with this viral scheme were also observed for a relay in the vicinity of transmitter and receiver,
however precise topology bounds were not possible to derive due to the complexity of equation 22 (and its inaccuracy
at regions away from the area between transmitter and receiver). We will address the problem of suitable topologies
for viral communication in future work.

C

5 Conclusion
In the above sections we demonstrated a ”viral” scheme for
single channel, collaborative, wireless communication. The
collaboration resulted in energy savings or in higher reliability (smaller error probability) for the same energy used,
compared with the direct, non-collaborative case. Since the
collaboration happens within the same channels as the direct case, we have an improvement that directly leads to
more efficient resource utilization (energy, bandwidth) in a
network sense, that potentially can lead to better scalability
and therefore higher overall network capacity.
In addition to the ability of such a system to scale through
the re-use of the channel in the same region, this system
propagates the message through relay nodes with a delay
that is small compared to the information rate. Thus, it can
be used for realtime applications such as telephony. The
essence of the plan is that the information is passed from
node to node without decoding and remodulating the messages.
Nevertheless, there are important technical challenges to
be explicitly addressed like network frequency/phase/time
synchronization and distributed channel estimation as well
as important sociological issues like privacy/security and
economics to be discussed. We have just scratched the surface and exciting research horizons are now opened.
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APPENDIX
Theorem:

The convolution of a baseband OFDM sig-
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